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before he can take on the task, he must first
die. Once he does, his true powers awaken:
powers of mind control and non-oral
communication. With nothing to lose, Spice
accepts his fated mission: to find
ShadowCaster and stop him. Once a lonely,
hopeless man, Spice is now the hope of the
universe, ordered to redeem a fallen world
and perhaps also himself.
Simon Spicer is a lonely, melancholy
professor in Maine. A widower, he was once The world prepares for war. Creatures out
a talented poet, but writes no more. At the of a nightmare press south. And only a few
will be able to stop it. Roelle leads the Magi
age of thirty-five, he simply exists, aged
beyond his years by disappointment. Spice north to discover the secrets of the northern
warriors known as the Antrilii. What she
is unaware of the physical and mental
discovers forces her to question the role the
properties that set him apart from his
fellows and fit him for a bizarre mission but Magi play in the world as she begins to
realize how far they have drifted from their
he will soon find out. In the world of the
Keepers, one of their own has gone rogue. Founders. Rumors out of the north are
Calling himself ShadowCaster, he has taken much worse than she could ever imagine
and her Mage Warriors might be key to
over the planet Talar and bred an
environment of evil and death. The Keepers stopping a threat the world hasn't seen in a
thousand years. Jakob has reached Avaneam
need a hero, but they are incapable of
with the mysterious trunk only to learn that
destroying ShadowCaster on their own.
his journey has just begun. What he
They require an outsider with the proper
discovers in the Unknown Lands will be the
skills, and Spice is their man although
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key to the upcoming battle, if only he can
obstacles to claim her. But he’s about to
survive it. His visions continue and Jakob
learn being an absolute monarch means
learns there is more to them-and him-than nothing in a marriage to a woman whose
he had known. Can he understand his
temper and passion matches his own. The
growing abilities in time?
honeymoon has barely started for Adrienne
Welcome to Mithgar, Dennis L.
and Malik when a new threat rips them
apart. There’s more than one way to steal
McKiernan’s classic bestselling fantasy
series of adventure where legends are forged Malik’s kingdom, and his usurpers have
in the fires of sorcery.... For as long as she
chosen the route over Adrienne’s dead
body. This time Malik will need more than
can remember, the Elven Lady Arin has
been besieged by visions from the past—or magic and a sword to save her. He’ll have
the future. But none has ever left her so
to put aside a generation’s long feud and
trust his enemy if he hopes to get his queen
shaken as the one that foretells the fall of
Mithgar: images of raging dragons and
back alive. Note: This title was previously
brutal legions laying waste to everything in published. ebook, royalty, ebook, fantasy
their path signifying a devastating war that romance, african american, black heroine,
will threaten the land. There is more to the interracial romance, bwam, multicultural
prophecy than a warning—riddles within
romance, alternate universe, alternate Earth,
the vision that Arin must decipher if she is to magic, amnesia romance, novel, asian hero,
prevent the forthcoming destruction. And it medieval, marriage of convenience,
will take a journey across countless
abduction, soulmates p.p1 {margin: 0.0px
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former classmate who ends up killed by
The War of the Dark Mages
Adrienne’s rescuer… with a sword. Just
Always for You: Jack
when she thinks her life can’t get any more A Blight of Mages
surreal, she’s whisked away to a magical Fallen
dimension where she’s expected to be
Lady Warrior, Mage of Man
queen. And turning down the position isn’t The Lady's Magazine; Or, Entertaining
an option. Malik is king, but he won’t be Companion for the Fair Sex, Appropriated
for much longer if the spell he enacted
Solely to Their Use and Amusement ...
Old magic. New alliances. A necromancer raising the
doesn’t find his bride. He’s racing
against time to keep his kingdom out of the undead. Has he brought back Linden's worst
nightmare? Although Linden is now the Liege of
hands of his enemies. When his bride is
Faynwood, she's struggling to adjust to the customs of
located, he doesn’t hesitate to eliminate all her adopted homeland. No one is taking her
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seriously. Her advisors are more concerned with
against him. Now that the kingdom is at last protected
keeping her safe than listening to her warnings about from marauding Ryuven, the only worth he’s ever
the dark magic gathering along Faynwood's borders. had is no longer needed. Trapped in conflicting oaths
But that all changes when a fay scout delivers shocking of allegiance, he’s more a political liability than
news: Mordahn has returned from beyond the grave. ever—and less able to court the woman he nearly died
Even worse, he's discovered the ancient places of
to save. But the protective shield, for which Shianan
power, which are fueling his war machine. Linden, her suffered so much, may not be working. The reports of
old classmates, and an unlikely band of fays and
Ryuven raiding the countryside should be impossible
clansmen, set out to destroy the places of power-but within the magical shield. Luca has returned to his
will they be able to save Faynwood from Mordahn's homeland, but how can it be a home ever again, as he
dark magic before it's too late?
faces the family who sold him into slavery? Newly
Hundreds of years before the great Mage War, a land betrayed by the only person he trusted, he can conceal
lies, unknowing, on the edge of catastrophe... Barl is physical signs of his enslavement, but what can be
young and impulsive, but she has a power within that done for the wounds that can’t be seen? Mage
calls to her. In her city, however, only those of noble Ariana Hazelrig is the first to come back from the
blood and with the right connections learn the ways of Ryuven world, but at an unforeseen cost, and she is
the arcane. Barl is desperate to learn-but her eagerness more determined than ever to end the destructive war
to use her power leads her astray and she is banned
between their peoples. When the Ryuven champion
from ever learning the mystic arts. Morgan holds the Tamaryl reappears in the human realm, she has one
key to her education. A member of the Council of
chance—and it will brutally hurt those she loves. Their
Mages, he lives to maintain the status quo, preserve
separate paths will twine together once more as
the mage bloodlines, and pursue his scholarly
inevitable battle closes, to end conflict by bloody
experiments. But Barl's power intrigues him-in spite of victory or desolation. Blood & Bond follows Shard &
her low status. Together, he realizes they can create
Shield in this epic fantasy series loved by fans of
extraordinary new incantations. Morgan's ambition Patrick Rothfuss, Brandon Sanderson, and Brent
and Barl's power make a potent combination. What Weeks.
she does not see is the darkness in him that won't be A Reason to Love
denied. A Blight of Mages is the new novel set in the My Lady Mage
The Vanished Mage
world of Karen Miller's bestselling debut The
Lady Warrior Mage of Man
Innocent Mage.
Akielas has lost his magic and is now on a journey to A Time for Home
Godsdoom
recover it. Caim, the demigod, was captured by the
Specters. The Specters need one more Cosmo Jewel to D'Mique's dreams were bigger than the walled
be at full power and use the energy of the eclipse to
village where she grew up. Driven to seek
cast their spell upon the world. Hope seems lost and adventure, she shunned expectations for what a
the tri-eclipse is near. However, with all the chaos that young woman ought to do and instead forged a
has happened, there is still light. A new mage is
different path that led her out beyond the forest she
protecting the last remnant of the dragon gods. The had always known. Joining the military and
Effeelions who live in the sky lend Akielas their forces. dreaming of command, she instead finds herself
A new weapon is discovered to defeat his enemy.
assigned to a diplomatic post where a rowdy tea
Time is running out and Akielas is quickly running
party is the most action she will likely see. But
out of options. The fairy king foretells of the world's D'Mique and her fellow tea partiers soon learn that
doom. An old friend returns from beyond Necrovania a gifted seer has named them most likely to save
to give him a helping hand. The final battle is here and the world.
the Specters must be defeated before the tri-eclipse
His thousand years of exile were meant to teach
strips the world of all its magic.
Hedin, Sage of Darkness, the error of his ways.
Book Two in the acclaimed The Shard Of Elan series! Instead, he had ten centuries to learn new and
Shianan Becknam, commander, count, and bastard, powerful magics, knowledge he intends to use to
has survived committing treason and the murder plot challenge not just the Mages of his Generation who
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sentenced him but the very gods themselves. From expected to erase the mark she left on
bestselling Russian fantasist Nick Perumov, voted them all. With an affinity for earth magic
best European SF writer in 2004, comes a swordand communicating with animals, he’s
and-sorcery adventure in the classic mode of Robert
not the most natural candidate to
E. Howard with an added dash of Beowulf.
become a warrior mage, but it’s the only
What is an orc? An orc is an 18 stone fighting
machine, made of muscle, hide, talon and tusk, with sure route back into the Great Chief’s
a villainous disposition and a mean sense of
good graces. He has resigned himself to
humour. And, of course, an orc is a poor dumb
training for that destiny, whether it
grunt - the much abused foot soldier of the Evil
matches his passions or not. Long
Horde of Darkness. The usual last battle of Good
against Evil is about to begin. Orc Captain Ashnak before he’s ready for his first battle,
insurrection comes to his distant corner
and his war-band know exactly what they can
expect. The forces of Light are outnumbered, full of of the empire. Rebels take over the salt
headstrong heroes devoid of tactics - but the Light's mine his family manages and slay the
still going to win. Orcs - the sword fodder in the
only relative who ever supported Yanko.
front line - will die by the thousands. Life's a bitch.
On the heels of the tragedy, a courier
The Kingdom of Atlantea at Last! The Fabled Quest
brings a message from the Great
Chronicles concludes in Book Six of the epic
fantasy adventure series! They began their odyssey Chief’s son. Whether he is prepared or
not, Yanko must undertake a quest, one
in the Lands of Man. They traveled through FaëLand Minor–the land of fairies and sprites, then
that could save millions of lives… or fail
across Faë-Land Major–the land of centaurs, elves, utterly, leaving him dead, his family
and goblins. They almost died in the Great Forest.
forgotten, and his people the victims of
Yet, none of those magical regions were as
starvation and endless war. Warrior
dangerous as the Oceans Omnis–the vast region
Mage is the first novel in the now
ruled by merfolk, water fae, sirens, and sea
monsters. After a year-long march, the final leg of complete Chains of Honor epic fantasy
their quest along Titan’s Trail has arrived. As
series.
Traveler suspected, King Oughtred and his dark
A cursed destiny. A band of warriors.
allies await in the final chapter of the Fabled Quest
And one troubled kingdom. It is
Chronicles saga. Kingdom at Titan’s End is Book 6
whispered in Agathia that the legendary
of the Fabled Quest Chronicles epic fantasy
warriors of the mist—cursed by the
adventure!
gods—can be summoned only when a
A Warriors of the Mist Novel
Winged Warrior
champion is needed and the cause is
Evermeet: Island of the Elves
just. Gideon, their captain, knows this to
The Fabled Quest Chronicles Box Set Two
be the one path that will lead his men to
The Hearts and Thrones Series
redemption—lest they face an eternity of
Warrior Mage (Chains of Honor, Book 1)

His mother was one of the most
powerful wizards in the Nurian Empire
until she abandoned her people to
become a notorious pirate. That choice
doomed the family she left behind to a
life of disgrace. Yanko White Fox
doesn’t remember his mother, but as
the only gifted child in the family, he is

damnation. Years have passed since
anyone has journeyed to the river’s
edge, but times are desperate.
Oppressed by a cruel guardian whose
dark magic threatens to destroy her
people, the beautiful and courageous
Merewen calls upon the bespelled
warriors. In Gideon she finds more than
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a champion, and in his arms, more than overthrow Emperor Marak. The elven
protection. However, their enemies are nation is beset by plotting from antiwar
fighting with a power darker than
factions, while the Jiadin of Fakara
anything than they imagined, and should threaten to abandon their defensive
Gideon fail, she will lose everything she positions. With the whole world on the
holds dear—including her heart.
brink of a war where there will be no
They are cursed by the gods, and war is surrenders, no prisoners, and no
their salvation. Love is their deliverance. negotiations, Vand's minions sow the
For centuries, five legendary warriors
seeds of destruction as they prepare to
launch the invasion that will destroy all
have braved battles shoulder to
shoulder. But now they must divide and life.
conquer as lone champions against evil. Blood of Mages
Duncan, a scholar at heart, is drawn to God of War
an isolated abbey rumored to hold the Fabled Quest Chronicles (Book 6)
answers to countering the terror
unleashed by Duke Keirthan. Inside the Books 4-6
cloistered walls lies the hidden collection Spellfire
of forbidden lore on dark magic. But the When she calls upon a band of enchanted
warriors to save her people from dark
real key to the salvation Duncan
seeks—both for the people of Agathia magic, Merewen finds a champion and
lover in their leader, Gideon, but when
and his soul—is the abbess herself, Ladytheir enemies fight back with unexpected
Lavinia. Hunted by the duke, who seeks might, she faces losing everything.
to harvest her powers, Lavinia knows
Warder John Willoby is being pulled
Duncan wants to help her. But can she between worlds, disappearing for minutes
at a time from the prison and appearing in
trust the tortured warrior with her
secrets? In the end, it is only by joining the midst of a makeshift medieval
encampment before tumbling back. That,
forces that they can save not only those or he’s going mad, his mind simply
they are sworn to protect but each other. breaking apart. It’s clear, to him and to
In ancient days, the mightiest of dragons his family, it must be the latter. His wife
were fearless in battle against the foes can barely stand him, and his daughter
of Kaltara. Those special dragons were doesn’t even try; he drinks too much and
called Winged Warriors, and they were lashes out too easily. He isn’t worth
anyone’s time, even his own. But in this
revered by the elves. In Winged Warrior, other world—this winter land of firstthe Torak meets a Winged Warrior and settlers—he is a man with a purpose, on
learns that she is to become his
whom others rely. A man who must kill a
battlesteed. The Time of Cleansing fast King so as to save a people. With a
approaches as the Motangans plant a second chance, Willoby may become the
kind of man he had always wanted to be.
spy deep within the ruling circle of the
When she agrees to start a bed and
Sakovans. The mage-spy Aakuta is
breakfast with her deceased best friend's
discovered on the Island of Darkness
war buddy, Callie Redding begins to think
and condemned to death, while
that love really is worth fighting for.
Original.
rebellious Khadoran lords conspire to
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Journey along with Stephunos and his
stunning Caturanga player visiting the
friends as they continue to explore their
palace. Vitala may be able to distract him
new home on Naxos Island. The mystical from his woes for a while—and fulfill other
creatures of legend are now part of
needs, as well. Lucien’s quick mind and
Stephunos' everyday life. A life that could considerable skills awaken unexpected
only be described as hectic since his
desires in Vitala, weakening her resolve to
twelfth birthday nearly three months ago finish her mission. An assassin cannot fall
is finally beginning to return to some
for her prey, but Vitala’s gut is telling her
degree of normalcy. Stephunos has to take to protect this sexy, sensitive man. Now
on new responsibilities as he and his
she must decide where her heart and
friends are allowed to explore the strange loyalties lie and navigate the dangerous
green caves they had discovered. To his war of politics before her gambit causes
great pleasure, and against his little
her to lose both Lucien and her heart for
brother's wishes, school is beginning.
good.⋯
Besides their normal school lessons, they The fragile balance of the Isle is shaken
when a fallen god rises to challenge the
will continue their lessons with Dragos,
iron might of Mage Grapple. Faced with an
the talking dragon, and start some new
uncertain future, the Isle must look to the
lessons with other unique telepathic
past for answers. Bitter feuds resurface
animals. Life seems peaceful.
and old secrets are exposed, revealing
Unbeknownst to them the Dark Mages,
more of Mage De Winter’s dark past.
having been defeated in their attempt to
destroy the people of Naxos Island, have When the very foundations of power on
the Isle are destroyed, chaos seems set to
other plans. The leader of the Dark
reign, throwing the turbulent brilliance of
Mages', Cosmin, anger grows as he sets
Mistral’s life into darkness. How far would
his plans of conquest into motion. He is
determined to exterminate the people and you go to protect those you love? Would
creatures of Naxos Island by any means. you fight for them? Kill for them? Die in
Fed by his ever-increasing anger, Cosmin their place? For some there are no limits.
“Eternal Winter” is the epic fourth book in
will not rest until he controls the entire
the dark fantasy series Isle of Dreams.
planet. War is on the horizon!
Read Katharine Kerr's posts on the
Talar
Penguin Blog. The Horsekin are
The Dragonstone
The Book of Hagen
assembling along Prince Dar's northern
The Silver Mage
border, and the Deverry alliance doesn't
Blood & Bond
have the men or resources to prevent
An Epic Fantasy Series
their enemies from moving into the
Vitala Salonius, champion of the warlike
wilderness areas known as the
game of Caturanga, is as deadly as she is Ghostlands. But then the Dwrgi folk and
beautiful. She’s a trained assassin for the the dragons come to Dar's aid, tipping the
resistance, and her true play is for
balance in their favor and offering Dar's
ultimate power. Using her charm and wit, people a chance to defeat the Horsekin
she plans to seduce her way into the
once and for all.
emperor’s bed and deal him one final,
In the town of Snowberry Creek, there is
fatal blow, sparking a battle of succession always hope.... Wounded in combat, Leif
that could change the face of the empire. Brevik is haunted by survivor’s guilt. For
As the ruler of a country on the brink of
the first time in his life—unsure if he still
war and the son of a deposed emperor,
has a military career in his future—he feels
Lucien must constantly be wary of an
completely lost. So when a war buddy
attempt on his life. But he’s drawn to the calls for help with restoration of their
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fallen brother’s house, he jumps at the
of salvation dims with each passing day.
chance to regain a sense of purpose. Zoe Tamaryl, again styled a traitor, is bound in
Phillips is assigned to monitor Leif’s
a magic-sapping prison. He has given
physical therapy while he’s in town. But everything toward ending this war—and he
she’s a former military nurse, and she
will soon learn what price he must pay for
senses that his wounds are more than just it. The epic fantasy continues in the
physical. As she pushes the handsome
beloved Shard of Elan series!
soldier to open up, the connection between He was a stranger who had appeared in
the Another World. A scroll of magic
them deepens beyond the professional
Sheepskin s, a magic of Fire Attribution s,
facade she tries to maintain. And as Leif
had awakened the Spiritual Sense in his
begins to put down roots in her beloved
hometown, Zoe realizes that maybe having body. What secret did Devil Clan and the
Orcs, the Elves and Giants, his companion
him around is exactly what she needs to
in life and death mean? What kind of
heal her own wounded heart as well....
person was the companion who lived and
Adrienne (A Bron Universe Novel)
The Captive Prince
died with him? The thousand year old
Lady Mage
grudge between the seven great races, the
The Mage of Monrovia
great war of God And Devil, once again
Riding the Unicorn
began.
Kingdom at Titan's End
All roads lead home in Snowberry Creek⋯
Serene, beautiful, inviolate. Rich in magic After a devastating tour in Afghanistan, all
and treasure, to those who hear of its
Spencer Lang wants is for life to return to
legends it is the ultimate paradise. To the normal. But when he rides into his
beleagured elves of Toril it is the ultimate hometown on his Harley, he learns that his
refuge. But to many it is the ultimate
friends and family have tried to move past
prize. At the heart of its story is Amlaruil, their heartbreak since he was reported
Queen of All Elves. When Evermeet
killed-in-action—and the woman he loved is
comes under massive, devastating attack, about to marry his best friend. Now, all he
her sacrifice holds the last hope of saving can do is pick up the pieces of his life.
the elven homeland.
Years ago Melanie Wolfe left town, with
The prince-heir's life hangs by a thread,
no intention of ever coming back. But
and the last person to see him conscious when her father dies, she reluctantly
was the king's bastard, Shianan Becknam. returns home to salvage the family
As rumor grows of Commander
business. Reuniting with Spencer, her high
Becknam's possible fratricide, Shianan
school crush, complicates the already
pushes away Black Mage Ariana Hazelrig, thorny situation, especially when she
lest her rise be destroyed by connection begins losing her heart to him all over
to him. Ariana has returned from her
again. As Spencer and Melanie work to
abduction to the Ryuven world, bringing
restore order to her family’s company,
an herb which could fight the plague
two damaged hearts face an unexpected
reported through the countryside. Her
new future that is filled with
efforts have resulted in unprecedented
possibilities⋯and love.
negotiations toward peace. But if the
More Than a Touch
prince-heir dies, the tentative truce will
Queen of the Warrior Bees
fall into blood feud, and Ariana's new
Her Knight's Quest
renown cannot help her to save Shianan. A Serving Magic Book
Luca, enslaved once more, is summoned
Book Two of the Naxos Island Mages
before the queen to answer for Shianan's Mage's Blood
crimes. Abandoned by his family, his hope The Fabled Quest Chronicles Box Set
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Two: (Books 4-6) The Forest of
it means putting his own plans on hold
Ancients⋯Siren Storms of
to manage Joe’s construction business.
Madness⋯Kingdom at Titan’s End⋯ An ex–Special Forces operative, Jack
Many die along the Trail, but to embark thrives on the thrill of globe-hopping
on such a magical adventure and behold rescues. But now he’s needed closer
its ultimate treasures, all shall be
to home. His foster mother has her
gladly risked. Every three years it
hands full with a troubled teen, and
arrives—The Kings’ Caravan to the
when Jack meets the hired tutor, he
legendary city of Atlantea. From the
discovers a woman who stirs his
far reaches of the Seven Empires of
protective instincts—and his deepest
Pan-Earth, men travel from
desires. Caitlyn Curtis knows that good
Avalonia—the sole gateway into the
looks can hide a hot temper. After an
realm of the Magical Lands for the year-abusive marriage crushed her dreams
long journey along a path created by
of a happy ending, she swore off
the ancient Titans themselves. It is a
men—until one intoxicating dance in
journey like no other through
Jack’s strong arms breaks down every
unimaginable dangers, both mortal and emotional barrier. Tough but tender, he
magical, of men and monsters, by day leaves Caitlyn yearning for more of his
and night—all to reach the limitless
gentle seduction. Despite the violence
riches of the magic kingdom of
he’s seen, Jack is a good man. And
Atlantea. Only under the protection of even though passion can be dangerous,
the Four Kings—the Kings’ Caravan—isthe promise of Jack’s kiss tempts her
such a journey possible. Or is it? A
to believe that love is a risk worth
new alliance forms under the stranger taking. Praise for Always for You: Jack
known as Traveler as the most
“Engaging and charming, Always for
fantastic and deadliest adventure of all You: Jack is a story of fulfillment,
time, this fable quest, through Titan’s forgiveness, and passionate romance.
Trail begins! The epic fantasy
The combined strength Jack and
adventure Fabled Quest Chronicles is Caitlyn wield when facing anyone who
over 1,500 pages of action, suspense, threatens to break their bonds is
intrigue, magic and encounters of
incredible. I can’t wait for the rest of
mythological races and creatures you the series.”—Vonnie Davis, author of
have never seen⋯or always wished
the Highlander’s Beloved and Black
you’d see in a novel.
Eagle Ops series “[A] poignant and
Praised by Susan Mallery as a
touching love story . . . I loved every
bestselling author whose “heartfelt,
minute, every word of it. This story
touching stories never disappoint,”
really touched my heart.”—Books and
Alexis Morgan introduces Sergeant
Spoons Includes a special message
Joe’s Boys: three brothers living up to from the editor, as well as an excerpt
a legacy of courageous military
from another Loveswept title.
service—and pursuing the women who Epic eco-fantasy. Bk 1 in an awardhave captured their hearts. No one
winning trilogy. Royal Dragonfly Award
understands family loyalty like Jack
Winner. 2020 Kindle Book Award
McShane. He’d do anything to honor Fantasy Finalist. One misfit girl and
his foster father’s last wishes, even if 50,000 bees against the might of the
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Citadel. Mielitta, a despised servant of demands blood—royal blood. Desperate,
dubious parentage, yearns to be an
he abducts Prince Falken of Teirlan to
adult and fit into Citadel society but the be his blood sacrifice on the night of
all-powerful mages won’t even
the red moon and forces all gentle
consider her for the Maturity Test. As emotion far, far away. He must save
they fight amongst themselves, Mielitta his people, even at the cost of an
overhears their secrets and plans to
innocent life. But as the time of the
escape.Bastien and Jannlou, the boys ritual draws near, how will he find the
who terrorised her as a child, have
strength to kill an innocent man?
grown into their status as Mages and
Especially one who reignites all the
she cannot escape them forever. In
emotions he believed he'd buried so
desperation, she flees to the forbidden deeply away? Prince Falken, sorcerer
Forest and its dangerous attractions.
from Teirlan, needs his magic to
Her scent angers thousands of bees
escape the Fortress of Rain, but the
and, although she survives their attack, shackles on his wrists have cut him off
she has changed. As a bee-shifter,
from his power. When he discovers the
Mielitta sees the world differently.
servants around him are actually
This bond works both ways and the
spirits, he understands the stronghold
bees need Mielitta’s help as the rift
is bound by dark forces—a curse that
widens between Forest and Citadel.
somehow revolves around his grim,
Can Mielitta find the fulfilment she
noble captor. There is dark magic here,
craves or will the Mages crush every but how can he help the strong,
cell of her second nature? Block Nature enigmatic Domlen while he's trapped,
out and she'll force a way in. 'Gill's
his powers bound? There is greater
work stands apart through its strikingly magic than that of the curse, and
inventive concept, distinctive sense of Falken has resources beyond Domlen's
place, and masterful use of imagery.'
ken. But when the ritual goes horribly
The Booklife Prize 'A brilliantly
wrong, how will Falken make his
imagined fantasy with a strong
enemy trust him? And how will he save
environmental message.' Ashley Dyer the man he's coming to love?
Save the land, or follow his heart?
Keywords: LGBT fantasy, m/m fantasy
Time has run out for Lord Domlen. The romance, fantasy romance, enemies to
Fortress of Rain has been cursed by
lovers
the enemy Boa Visk, his people trapped A Sergeant Joe's Boys Novel
as phantoms within its walls, and the
The Weeping Crystal
rain ever falling across his lands. If he Book Four of the Silver Wyrm
Grunts
does not break the curse soon, the
A Novel of Mithgar
trapped spirits will become revenir,
ghosts that feed upon the life force of Crown & Creed
the living. He needs a miracle. And he An apprentice of the mage they had
gets one. He learns of a ritual that can destroyed earlier, now threatens
break the curse and free his people.
Inherian once again. But when
But nothing comes without a price, and Mexia arrives at Langdon to
the price is one Lord Domlen cannot
become school trained, she learns
bring himself to pay: the ritual

the school will not permit a woman
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to attend. But she must destroy the the “director’s cut” of the first novel
mage’s apprentice, and she cannot in Greenwood’s story of Shandril of
do so without the training. She must Highmoon. AUTHOR BIO: A
use the magic she has learned to
resident of Ontario, Ed Greenwood
discover a way to defeat the
created the Forgotten Realms
apprentice before it is too late.
setting nearly 30 years ago and has
Mexia has already done much more written hundreds of novels, articles,
than most school-trained mages
and game products in the setting.
when she and her companions had
His most recent novel is Elminster’s
gone in search of the scepter of
Daughter From the Paperback
salvation. But now one of the
edition.
apprentices of the evil wizard they David Hair is the award-winning
had destroyed, has stolen his spell writer of two young adult fiction
book and plans to take up where he series, The Aotearoa and The
had left off, and she has to try and Return of Ravana (based on the
stop him. Mexia believes the only
Vedic epic The Ramayana). Mage's
way for her to defeat the mage is to Blood, the first volume of a series
become school trained like he was called The Moontide Quartet, is
with the eventual goal of becoming a Hair's first work of adult fantasy. In
high wizard—the first of her kind in a starred review of Mage's Blood,
Inherian. But the current
Publisher's Weekly said, "This
headmaster denies her entrance
multilayered beginning to the
because she’s a woman. Though if Moontide Quartet plunges readers
she can get the former
into a taut network of intrigue and
headmaster’s recommendation, she mystery that tightens with each
may attend. And that’s the
chapter. Hair portrays a stark and
beginning of the trouble. First,
beautiful world breaking apart, with
there’s the wizard Then, the
both good and evil characters
immovable headmaster. And then,
desperate to reshape it through
the circle of misfortunes. It all goes magic, war, and treachery. This
downhill from there⋯
strong debut should draw in fantasy
A mass market expanded edition of readers of all stripes." Most of the
Ed Greenwood’s first Forgotten
time the Moontide Bridge lies deep
Realms novel. Author Ed Greenwood below the sea, but every twelve
has returned to his first novel set in years the tides sink and the bridge
the Forgotten Realms world.
is revealed, its gates open for trade.
Working from his original notes, he The Magi are hell-bent on ruling this
has revised and expanded the novel, new world, and for the last two
developing characters and scenes
Moontides they have led armies
that were cut from the original
across the bridge on "crusades of
edition published in 1988. Fans will conquest." Now, the third Moontide
enjoy this mass market edition of
is almost here, and this time the
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the Diamond Circle and Sworn Paladin to
people of the East are ready for a
Our Lady of the Sighs. Parisan’s
fight... but it is three seemingly
companion, Foorourow Miar Raar
ordinary people that will decide the
Ramoura, Prince of Ilsfacar, (Foo to his
fate of the world.
friends) thought it a rather mundane
When is it right to want what is
assignment, but nevertheless together
wrong? When morality and emotion they ventured to the Archmagus’ imposing
home to seek him. It turned out to be the
collide, which will be the victor?
start of an adventure to solve a mystery
Angel De Winter has her life
wrapped in an enigma bound by a
planned out. She will Qualify and
conundrum and secured by a puzzle. All
marry the boy she loves. When
because of a missing diamond with a solar
greed and fate converge, forever
system at its core. Authors Penelope Hill
altering the course of her life, Angel and J. A. Mortimore have effortlessly
melded a Holmesian investigative duo, a
finds out what it is to fall, and not
care whether she survives. A figure richly detailed city where they encounter
both nobility and seedier denizens,
from the Isle’s past returns, causing
swashbuckling action, and magic that is
a disruption in the De Winter family palpable and, at times, awesome. Cover
that quickly extends far beyond the art: Penelope Hill
walls of their home. An unthinkable D’Mique’s dreams were bigger than the
walled village where she grew up. Driven
betrayal forces everyone to make
to seek adventure, she shunned
brutal and devastating sacrifices,
expectations for what a young woman
culminating in a violent battle that
ought to do and instead forged a different
will decide the fate of the Isle.
path that led her out beyond the forest she
Volume 1
had always known. Joining the military and
Shandril's Saga
dreaming of command, she instead finds
herself assigned to a diplomatic post
The Warrior Mage
where a rowdy tea party is the most
Assassin's Gambit
action she will likely see. But D’Mique and
Eternal Winter
her fellow tea partiers soon learn that a
A vanished mage⋯ A missing diamond⋯
gifted seer has named them most likely to
The game is afoot. “From Broderick,
save the world.
Prince of Asconar, Earl of Carlshore and
Thorn, Duke of Wicksborough, Baron of
Highbury and Warden of Dershanmoor, to
My Lady Parisan, King’s Investigator,
greetings. It has been brought to my
attention that a certain Reinwald, Master
Historian, noted Archmagus and tutor to
our court in this city of Nemithia, has this
day failed to report to the duties awaiting
him. I do ask you, as my father’s most
loyal servant, to seek the cause of this
laxity and bring word of the mage to me,
so that my concerns as to his safety be
allayed.” The herald delivered the
message word-perfect to The Lady
Parisan, Baroness of Orandy, Knight of
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